Satanic Family and Satanic Comrades,

This 21st Century has a lot of things confused. One is the notion of "Ego". Having an "Ego" has turned many into diseased creatures, or for better say, a distorted awareness and not understanding what an "Ego" is. This has led on the other end, many talking and proclaiming that there should be no “ego”. The enemy lurks between both understandings and conceptions.

For instance, what is your "Ego". This idea has become from a healthy and sane awareness of who you are, what you are and what defines your own consciousness between this of others, but many have dragged this to the far ends of nonsense, which turns into pseudo-ethical and pseudo physical reasons to derive power and acknowledgement "from". Yet, I have to relate some thoughts which may help out a bit.

Let's take it from the beginning.

First of all, few if any people do know themselves completely. By knowing, I don't mean, what you like eating and what shoes you like to wear, what type of beverage you like or whatever else of that nature. By knowing, I mean, a deeper understanding of yourselves. Note, understanding. Not knowledge. Knowledge comes from understanding, as the "earthly" version of understanding. You can understand sort of how gravity exists, before you put this on paper as a law and it becomes knowledge. All animals do understand both the law and its consequence. How many of you here, you can honestly state, you know yourselves? That you know every last screw inside your head, that you have accepted any and all of your tendencies, your personality and who you are fully, beyond time, space and what you have acquired physically or lived physically?

I know many of you have reached the stages I am talking on about but I need to help everyone understand something, more by heart and understanding, than by sheer knowledge. I use knowledge only as a tool to this.

Are you mentally at the point that even if everything was removed from you,
whatever you have externally, you would have deep internal understanding of your own personal "I" and "Who you are?". Have you ever "Felt" who you are? Have you really asked yourself what is your opinion on something, or what you really like, beyond what you presently might like. For instance, if you ask many people "Who are you?" they will rush in with trying to explain what they have done, or where their life has taken, or what they own, or they will hand over their lives' work to explain who they are. Yet, this is an aspect of who they are, it's their expression and this shows a lot about them, but everyone falsely thinks this is who they are. Maybe this is who you are to others, but not who you really are. And to others that are seeing things the same like you do- based on the outside.

They will in fact, start talking about the idol that has been shaped by their so-called "life". It could be better, worse of horrible, most majestic, whatever. This is just an aspect of themselves and ourselves, our external aspect, which is to affected by our overall Soul and condition, but this is not our "center". It should define what is should define, the external aspect of who you "are" and a sprinkle of who you are possibly within. People are being lost in the details. And these details then come back to devour them alive. This is identical to looking at the aura of someone, but there is also, the far more complex core of someone, from which all emanates and comes outwards as an "Aura", if that makes sense. The Gods look at us on our core. They can "judge" us and "understand" us, in all levels, as we are their creations. This is why when the Gods "judge" someone, they put their heart on the "judgement", not the person itself, or some other aspect of themselves.

Now if you take this on the far back, many people have lived in abusive families, hostile environments, especially the Satanic Souls who are naturally tentative towards justice, Truth and of course rebellion over such insane Jewish realities such as the one we are living today. Since you can see and understand much of the ongoing rot in religion, the state, your country, others and so forth, you start becoming repulsed of all "authority" and anything else. Rightfully so. Many have been talked down to, and attacked merely for existing and being themselves and as such, everyone is in a defensive stance towards others and they start building castles to hide behind. This is natural and normal, as a type of defense, but if you tie this into the above, that pretty much nobody has a knowledge of who they really are, maybe in many cases, not even of their own life, let alone Soul, havoc starts to begin. Many times, people do get entrapped inside these castles and this is when they lose all hope to find themselves actually. This is a product of Jewish degeneration. The greatest part of the Jewish work is tying people much into their own diseased version of "ego". As thus people are hanging over bullshit, pseudo-ethics, pseudo-materialist gibberish that once the Jew drags away, this
person remains lost, as a senseless clump of nothing and as thus, a jewish puppet. Then by this, a society, laws, ethics and anything else forms.

Then shortly you have the society you have nowadays. Bunch of nobody's who are hiding behind possessions, big names, friends and whatever else they consider is their "own" life or what they themselves made up. Once these are removed, they crumble like a tower built on paper. And even if they did, they can't look past this. This slowly eats its way up the Soul, to the point humans get lost and carried away in all this unnatural environment and get a totally strange and bizarre realization of "what life is". Love then becomes love only under certain "laws" and everything starts to be bizarre.

The jew has turned materialism into a way of being and defining anything. Social relations, respect, love, admiration and the list goes and goes. Materialism has its position which is very important, but this has been dragged on to unhealthy extremes, because the kikes could never survive amongst us in any other way, than in the materialist way. If you see a kike at the Soul you will most definitely feel the need to puke. This is the point I am trying to make you see. Don't get caught in extremes. Learn to live by the Golden Node. Just, define what you own. Don't get defined by what you own. Make this your expression. Express yourself. Don't let things without soul express you. Express yourself through what you own, what you create etc.

People just want to have sex or eat, or talk with others for instance and all these "rules" and "invisible" regulations, "if's" and "but's" make this all a big bunch of nonsense, which remains unfulfilled and then people become retarded and neurotic. Because this is not life, this is life under jewish rule. And nobody quite likes this or enjoys this. Nobody sat down to inspect life, yet everyone talks about life, its meaning or lack thereof. Few, or nobody has really sat down, with a deprogrammed mind, without any need to "Exalt" or "Glorify" themselves, to see what this is all about. Just see it, as you see it. Truth is, humanity doesn't know shit about life and this is all thanks to the jew. If we happen to know anything, is because the Gods preserved the highest knowledge from us. Meditations come from the Supreme Realization of Life and what it is. If you sat alone like an animal, would you ever comprehend, let alone bring down to Earth, the knowledge of the Gods? Imagine then and open your mind to understand, how utterly serious, existentially serious and great, is their deed and help towards Humanity. This is the "evolutionary" leap that has hurt the enemy so much and they want us to go extinct as soon as possible, or enslave us under a slaver order. This is like, from ape-hood to possible Godhood. You can see others around you and you are living testament of this.
People are living lowly; in the worlds of idols, expectations, their own thoughts, a show of lights and glitter. If you look at your life it's probably the outcome of your bravery, thoughts, insecurity, fear, choices and anything else, then external forces. Because everything down here works that way and this is the way it works, so it's nothing bad. What I am trying to get across, you will really start living when you start going a bit beyond these things, because this is where you will probably be happy. When you look yourself in the mirror, you are looking at your idols second idol. So many falsely believe they are always looking at "themselves". From this the jew profits and reinforces an un-sane society. I am not talking from a standby of physicality, which obviously you are looking at yourself in the mirror. I am talking from the way of the Soul, that of a deeper understanding about who you are. The "as above so below" which is a physical and metaphysical law the enemy has made "Only below, you are below, I am above, you are below, ok Goyim?".

Everyone basically lives inside their own head. They do not allow further expansion of their thinking process. Everything must succumb to their "beliefs" and anything else. Everyone starts pretending all their thoughts are their own, but just how many are their OWN? Since one is a toddler, they have been infested with all sorts of hang-ups and anything from others. Everyone KNOWS today. So many few honestly admit that they do not know. Shortly after, all the experience one lives, the actions of others, the world around someone, all this starts getting translated by one's mind in accordance to one's series of hang-ups, ways that one is accustomed to understanding, a certain "law" or whatever else. Nobody quite knows of the intentions, thoughts and motivations of others. Everyone pretends to know and tries to project what THEY think is the cause of everything. But still, nobody quite knows.

This is why when some Truth is discovered, it strikes many in a nerve, such as in the Joy of Satan or Nazism. Both these things are life's law put on paper, same as the old Religions. It's not ethics-> reality of life. Its reality of life -> ethics. Ethics are the outcome of who someone is, same is perception and so forth. You can change this forcibly by external circumstances, but the core of something always remains as it is, but as far the BIRTH of these things and their EVOLUTION is concerned, these have to exist in the person, or you can't go forward. This is why this society is stuck on depression and your doctors are MacDonald's, your local Pharmacist, some drug dealer and the list goes. This society is stuck because the jews are supposedly having on their hands the "evolution" and "Birth" of these principles, which are mere pseudo crap abrahamic gibberish that have lead society and humanity in disaster, blood and pain. This is why the reign of the jew
is called unnatural and evil. Because the tick is not meant to rule over the lions. The tick can only produce what suits a tick. Lions can't handle it and if something doesn't stop this, the lions will go extinct.

To be brutally honest with you all, this sort of "Ego" inflation is totally a jewish thing. The Gentile "Ego" is so far unrelated to what the jew preaches and has you understood or see. It's an exalted thing. The jews have projected upon all of you what it means to have an ego, to be big, to be great and the list goes. This is an aspect. The jews themselves aren't even this. They just like to see and confuse by appearances. Even when you look at your body, you say "This is my hand". You don't say "this is ME". This helps the mind understand what we inhabit as a body, that this is not our "essence" but only an emanation of our essence. This is not to degenerate this concept, but dignify it. Most people, because this society doesn't give the space and the ability of self-thought, have absorbed this principle, or better yet, the jew brainwashed them to this principle. Therefore for instance, you have women who think they are always ugly because they are not some sort of photo shopped model, men thinking they are not men because they are not like hulk from steroids, people thinking they are brave because they are hacking into computer systems, others asking for a virtual reality to lock themselves into to escape from this shit and the list goes and goes.

Most of your "issues" are just jewish projections. Well, this might have descended from other beings, like let's say, someone fucked up in your life, but the source from where it all came and reinforces it, is the Jew. Think about it. Torah, Bible, Pisslam, senseless materialism. All these things. For instance, the jews feel ugly, they make you feel ugly. They feel guilty, they make you feel guilty and the list goes and goes. And normally they feel as such, for they are the ugliest shit around. But when it comes to Gentiles this is pure nonsense... Pathology and being sick is overly inventive in this case, so is creativity. This is like having programmed your mind to find solutions on matters. It will. And it will let you know. So, the jew programmed your mind to be problematic and run to them to solve it. It will. And will let you know. Granted that shit worked and you left it through, it will.

It seeks a door of expression. Any gift, any problem, anything does. And here is the joo with all your petty, damaged, jewish infected "ego" might "want", "need" and "aspire". He stands as the gatekeeper of this befallen world and conception, ready to hand you any carrot you might be willing to chase your whole life. They are ruling over humanity only because humanity has fallen. He stands there to lie to you all day. That you need to kill others, to lie your ass for things that don't matter, to hate your brother or sister, to hate yourself, to fill guilt yourself and
others, whatever, to "win" these carrots, that you need to do this, to do that. You don't understand the nasty work of the jew? He is trying to shape your consciousness according to his shitty, Torah decree.

On the inside the jew has nothing at all of such thing. He just has the carrots in his possession and likes to see you crawl to get these, torture yourself and die over a damn carrot. The jew himself eats eggs or something. He only has YOU Vegan, ba-hahaha. Because the jew won in convincing you that you need a carrot in the first place. But he knew the eggs are quite better, so the jews in Judaism they don't put 2 kilos of perfume on, they don't need some shiny carrot up their ass, they just do their Talmudic and Torah meditations which are stolen from the Ancients and guaranteed to rid the consciousness of such problems. Yet even though the jew can never change, but at least they can survive with that shit. This goyimistic way of thinking, they know it, as they have created it, only to torture you with it. Because you can't be living the life of a tick, that's why. But Human's don't survive with carrots and this is the big deception. Unless one looks from where all this chain begins, which is the jew and their infected consciousness upon Humanity, they will always be blind. The testament of what I say is their holy books and their pushed infection on the minds of the masses. It's all around us, unfortunately. Thankfully, this is getting rid from within us. And from within, comes the without.

The spirituality of the enemy is also the same carrot. The enemy entities and all these filths, they just demand sacrifice and they do the shit work for the nasty jews. This has one purpose. The enemy doesn't want their enslaved ones to understand themselves. On the other hand, our own Gods do teach us all secrets of meditation and they encourage us to exercise our own self, to learn about ourselves and understand ourselves. They don't come out with a fast and quick buck, magic wand to do anything we ask them too. Yes, they will help in urgency and yes, they will give us gifts, but they don't do anything for us. Because we are destined to be Gods and to do things for ourselves.

Our Gods have always wanted us to understand, to live, to experience and to become Gods ourselves. To ever become. Not eat the meat ready from the oven, without having a single thought and living like an animal. As we said many times, the jews are enslaved under their so called astral reptilian family. They are made without the ability and the capability to ascend much higher, or really "understand" anything, except of their higher caste which is very reptilian blooded and is responsible for the fate of all these races of parasites. And them too, they are fairly limited.
Our Gods, they want to free our minds. To exalt us.

The enemy is trying to wipe off the persons who are hostile to them from this "jewtrix", because this threatens its existence and as thus them. This included in all ages the "Satanists", philosophers, scientists, spiritualists, artists and the list goes and goes. Satanist is a broad term for anyone contemplating life (philosophers), living life ("sinners"), understanding life (scientists), treading in the more occult part of life ("spiritualists") etc. Pretty much anything creative and beautiful humanity can produce, is Satanic and of Lucifer by definition. This is why Satan is their enemy.

Satan has given us the Soul, the healthy ego, the primordial spark of life and creativity, so we can create our own fate. But this has been lost nowadays and has been replaced with a crock of jewish projections of feces. Very few are in contact with their "spark" and even this threatens the jews a lot. They are opposing Mankind's enlightenment and evolution. Therefore, they want to wipe out every knowledge, memory, thought, action, spirituality that leads to this. Everything "Satanic". They call Satan an "Egoist" and they are not lying in this. Satan has a healthy Ego, a personal "Spark" and the enemy is hive minded like cockroaches and they consider this "degenerate". The egopathic prick they call "god" will send whomever doesn't obey in a lake of fire. That's the whole notion of being egopathic. Satan is about having a healthy Ego.

As for the collective evolution of Humanity, this has nothing to do with anyone's Egopathy. It has to do though with our Ego. This is why when we elevate ourselves, we drag the world with us. And what a happy occurrence in this world of shit, that always looks at ways to better fail humanity and torture them more and more. This thing exists and its natural. This is why the enemy waged so much serious war to Adolf Hitler and the idea He gave to birth and this is why the enemy wants to put to extinction the pure Gentile Races, the extinction of Satanism, National Socialism, Science and so forth. Because in all of them rests this "spark" which the enemy hates. And from this spark will come the New Satanic World. This is what defines them from them. We are creators and we can do without them, and they are parasites.

To explain something else. Many people do always strive to defend their idol and who they believe they are. This is entirely what the xians are doing. Internally, in their understanding, obviously "God" doesn't exist. But many are so egopathic, that they cannot listen to the Truth, or their idols and lies they will be destroyed. This leaves kikes away, as the kikes do quite understand they are hoaxing us and
lying to us, so their motivations are different. I see this going around all the time here.

Satanism is not about creating some other false idol of yourself, based on titles or whatever else, the "word" of someone or anything of that nature. Satanism is more of like; you appear naked as how you are in your Soul. You express who you are. You come in terms with this. You become who you always were. And so many falsely believe they are close to this, but they are a far from that. The easiest way to explain this is, if I wiped your memory of this lifetime, who would you be? What would you be? This is the center of who you are. What you always, beyond time and space are, but what proudly always evolves, raises itself and becomes better. This spark, this individual spirit or Soul.

Many people around falsely believe this "individual" spirit is some sort of thing like, I am a woman and I believe in women's rights, or, I am a man and I deserve respect, or I am mister Donkey Kong and I am powerful and all these things. They sort of tie their individualism with endless strife and warfare against anyone and anything who might "disagree" with them and all these things. This is pathetic and this is rooted in very strong and potent fear of survival. Where the enemy has brought this world, simple "disagreements" can turn into disasters, death and worse.

All of you here to have "disagreed" and went against this kike on the stick, you have witnessed the petty attacks of this slaver authority. But in the real, Satanic life, all falls in place. They have in other words messed up their understanding and they are trying to attach themselves to something to grow themselves bigger. These things come and go with the times. This "ego" everyone so fanatically defends is like dust and it will fall, same as the ideas that are attached to it. What remains is True expression. An artistic expression, a True Word of mouth, something that can stand in all the Aeons.

And whomever you are, get in touch with yourself, feel yourself, understand yourself and then, express yourself. We are in need of expression. I know we have of the best artists, musicians, writers, future intellectuals, and healers- whatever resonates in your Soul. Be OPEN MINDED about all these things. Do not try to fill the world into the cup that you consider "yourself" to be. Search for yourself and when you will find it, you will find that this is a very great vision to see. Maybe even greater than all our possibilities. This is the state of Samadhi. This is not only the personal consciousness, but the collective consciousness.

And from there stems all the power of Gentile Humanity. This is why I ask for
healthy individualism and not egopathy. Egopathy is rooted on fear, false need of acclaim (most of the time just to remove hang-ups that resulted from being pushed down or other bizarre reasons), being in love with lies etc. Just be in love with Life, Truth and be open minded. It will all unfold with you.

Satan didn't come to anyone, showing any sort of position or possession, who he "is" and what he "is". You understand Him by His essence. We all here love Him because of who He Is, as He is. Whatever He is, is the Result of WHO HE IS. He has defined His being, not the other way around. I see so many trying to approach the Gods to fit their standards. As thus, they always remain closed to what the Gods are. Satan and the Gods many times have surprised me beyond my own conception. They have also corrected me many times, even if I was totally thinking I was "right". This is the reason Satan and the Gods accept us as we ARE, as Individuals, as Ego's. They only guide us to advance ourselves. This is the highest form of acceptance and help to ever exist between beings, between Man and God. Satan is God and yes "God" made you. God doesn't have any problem with you becoming better, eating pork, living free, having sex, making love, having knowledge. He is God after all, why should he care. Satan is God, not some egopathic joo thoughtform that sits on the clouds, ready to kill all who question it. That's absurd and pathetic, that's jewish. Why should our Father "hate" us for what we are? Why all this Abrahamic nonsense and crap? Simple, beautiful, exalted, Natural logic.

Meanwhile the enemy, they want to Communize and make people into morphlings, because they are not "gods" but rather, slaver orders. The enemy is the lowest lifeform and this is why all these things are alien to them. They mimic us, they stole our symbols, they copied us, they stole the names of our Gods, they mixed everything together, they confused, they altered, but still, they are AGAIN failing. They want to make you into mold and brick and then put you in the meat grinder of their "wanna-be" order. This is why the enemy is so afraid of a healthy ego and always seeks to taint it, misguide it, misuse it and destroy it, overfill it so it explodes etc. They want to destroy what Satan has left into people, their personal Divine Spark. The enemy wants to crush this and communize everything into a senseless clump of nothing. Communism is just the political expression of this desire and aim they have. It happens we know their intention and desire by the name of "Communism".

The creation also proves the creator. See the jews. They eat their own shit for apple pie, they are neurotic, insane, slavers, unemotional murderers and they have brought all pestilence in humanity, lie endlessly, more than we have ever seen. Gentiles are so much like Satan. We are individualistic and when we need,
we flock up. Gentiles are called "Seed of Satan" in the enemy texts. Even after so many attacks, Gentiles still haven't been morphed into what the jews wanted. They are always, ALWAYS trying. The enemy knows all too well who created us, and this is not any Jokehova. For this reason, the enemy lies they made humanity, and all this Rabbi lies, but if they did, why Humanity is so unlike them and all this propaganda, brainwashing and warfare is needed? Why is there the need for destruction, killing Humanity etc.? The answer should be obvious. Because again, jews lie in your face, Goyim. Satan made us not any jewish crapster. All Ancient Civilizations prove and testify to this, all over the Planet.

Again, they are trying to morph humanity from the without to the within, to bring out something unnatural. Yet the core of Gentiles always remains unchanged. No matter what, the killings brainwashing, murder, economic strife, whatever, Gentiles remain "Sinful" and Pagan deep within. If you pay attention to nature, you don't need do anything. It's there. We are "heathens" and "Satanists" without doing anything in particular. God, who is Satan, has shaped our within. The enemy can't do this and they never could, so they are trying to morph the within from the without. This is why the enemy does all this extravagance bullshit to brainwash the people, while someone, as they sit and breathe, they "sin" and they already "belong" to Satan. Baptism is to "expel" the already existing Satan that exists in "babies" from the time they are born. And generally, everything proves Satan right. From the highest thing to the simplest thing.

Being open minded, living without fear (but with logic), accepting yourself and attempting to see yourself and your life as you are, requires the highest decency of character, because then you start to understand the Truth. And this is when you are on the path to become a God really. The next time you think of yourself, try to really think of yourself. To really speak of yourself. To really understand yourself. Meditation is the pathway to this. We are not going to let the enemy steal the most precious thing Humanity has: Their Soul. They will find us as the winning anti thesis to their insane and diseased demands.

Own Yourself my Comrade! This is all you have to really do! Become the Greatness that you already are!
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